2019 SYC Junior Leukemia Cup Regatta
June 9, 2019

Notice of Race

RULES AND ELIGIBILITY:
The regatta will be governed by the Racing Rules of Sailing (RRS).

The regatta is open to all junior sailors. Entry fee is $25 which includes a Taco Bar dinner.

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS:
Sunday
1130 Competitors meeting in Jr. Room (racing to follow immediately after)
300 No warning signal after this time.

CLASSES AND FLEETS:
The regatta will be sailed in V15s.

RACING AREA:
The racing area is Portage Bay off the docks of SYC.

STARTING AND FINISHING:
Races will be started in accordance with Appendix S of the RRS.
Start/Finish line is unrestricted. Boats are required to keep clear of the start/finish when not racing, failure to do so may result in a scoring penalty.

COURSES:
Courses will be announced at the competitor's meeting.

ROATATIONS:
Rotations shall take place at the SYC dock or through a support boat. The skippers will rotate through all crews and it is possible that some skippers may sail multiple times with the same crew.

FORMAT:
Subject to wind and weather conditions, the intended format is to complete a full rotations with each skipper sailing with each crew.

SCORING:
Both the skipper and crew will be awarded points in concordance with the place received by their boat. For example, a boat that finishes in 1st place will award one point to the skipper and one
point to the crew. The 2nd place boat will award two points to the skipper and two points to the crew, and so on.
   One race constitutes a series.
   All scores will be counted – No drops.

PROTESTS:
   Protests must be addressed on the water.
   Rule 44.1 is changed so the Two-turn Penalty is replaced by a One-Turn Penalty.

LIFEJACKETS:
   All competitors shall wear Flotation Devices at all times while on the water, except for brief periods of time when adding or removing articles of clothing.

PRIZES:
   Awards will be given to best skipper and crew and top fundraiser.